W/C 27.4.20

Year One Home Learning

Maths focus for the week


Solve additions and subtractions with numbers up to 50



Use pictures to show understanding

Please provide your children with some number sentences which allow them to add or
subtract a one digit number from a 2 digit number with numbers up to 50
e.g. 21 + 4 = or 34 – 6 =
Your children can solve these practically and can also practise writing their number
sentences down. They can also use pictures to show how they worked it out:
21 + 4 = 25

=
or

Use ‘Tens’ rods and ‘Ones’ cubes to
make each number and add them
together. You can draw the number
sentence like it is shown here.
Tip: To physically move resources
make some of your own out of sticks
and stones from the garden!

34 – 6=
Draw tens frames to make the
number using tens and ones. Then
cross of the right amount to help
you with your subtraction.
Tip: Use counters, beads, buttons or
anything you can find around the
house to help you.

Remember that you can find learning on Mathletics to support this week’s focus as well.
Practice working through different addition and subtractions to 50 this week.
Can you show how you worked out your calculations another way?

Literacy
Literacy this week is going to be based on a book called

‘A Pet Tortoise’.
All children can have access to this free e book online. I have created a
class log in via the Oxford Owl website which gives us access to a free
library. I will be using these to help focus our work each week so we are all accessing the
same stories.
Please use the link:

https://www.oxfordowl.co.uk/for-home/find-a-book/library-page/

Click on ‘My Class Log in’ and sign in using:

Username: HighBickington Password: ClassTwo

Click on ‘My bookshelf’ and in the top right tool bar type in the book for the week E.g. A Pet Tortoise.
You will then see the book on the self. Click it to read. You can zoom into the text to enlarge it if you
need to.
Activities based on A Pet Tortoise:


Read the book with an adult and talk about it together.



Notice the phonics sounds in the story using air, igh and ar. Can you find and list words



using these phonic sounds? Can you think of any more of your own?
Red Words – Look at the red words in the story. Write these on cards, paper squares on in
another creative way. Can you learn to read all these words on sight?

are, my, I, you, what, your, to, be, of, go, the, put





Practise re-reading the story so you become fluent.
Draw a picture and describe your own pet using sentences.
Use the ideas from the books to make a book of your own about how to look after your pet.
Can you find out and write a new fact about your pet?

* If you don’t have a pet, then choose a pet you would love to own to complete the activities.

Spelling:
Keep practising your common exception word spellings. These are words which you should
eventually know off by heart and they will really help you in your writing.
Remember – Use your interests to create your own projects as well including practising
musical instruments, art, building, cooking etc. Continue to enjoy spending time together
and don’t forget to exercise, it’s great for your mental health 
The activities suggested can be adapted in any way you see fit and should help to provide
some structure to the day.

